
COBVERSATIONS 
OB THE SUBJEC'l' OF 

BODT1 SOUL AND SPIRIT. 



Conversation I. 

- What does the meditation actually do? 

- It fills us with the spirit. 

- What do you mean by the spirit? 

- That which circulates when we do the meditation, and renews 

the stores of energy within us. 

:But how does the spirit circulate - where does it actually go? 

There are two places in which it circula tes - one is the soul, 

the other the body. When spirit circulates in the soul it 

brings life to the soul. And so we experience happiness - that 

wonderful happiness that belongs to the meditation. 

- And when it circulates in the body? 

- When spirit circulates in the body it brings life to the body, 

and so we call it the life principle. :But if we could experience 

it as it really is, we should find it is just the same happiness 

the same kind of happiness as that which belongs to the soul. 

- :But isnt the spirit always there - why do we naed the meditation 

to make it circulate? 

- The spirit is always there, but in time it becomes enclosed. 

It dwells, as it were, in a single room of the house. The 

meditation opens the door, and the spirit is free - free to visit 

the soul, and the body alike. 

- And so tha body and soul become united in the spirit? 

- Yes, they become united. When the spirit enters them they are 

separate no longer. 



Conversation 2. 

- Whatever happens to the body, whatever happens to the soul, 

the spirit never changes - it never disappears. 

- You mean when we die it survives? 

- Yes, the spirit belongs to eternity. 

- Then what happens to the soul when we die? 

- It is born again. 

- You mean in heaven? 

- No, I mean here, on earth - at the same moment, on the same 

day, in the same house. The soul belongs to repetition - but 

the body belongs to time. 

- But how can the body belong to time, if the soul belongs to 

repetition? 

- Everything in the body comes from time - it comes from the 

past - :from our parents, our ancestore. And further back still, 

it grows from long periods of evolutionary time, over thousands 

and thousands o:f years. 

- But the soul does not come from the past? 

- No, the soul belongs to the present - it grO'Hs from each 

moment of •now'. Every moment in our life belongs to the 

soul - it is repeated again and again. 

- And the spirit is above repetition? 

- Yes, the spirit is above movement - it is above time and 

repetition. The spirit is everywhere, always. 



Conversation 3. 

- If you look at people you will see the spirit. 

- You mean people in the world around one? 

- Yes, everyone. It is the spirit which connects us with other 

people. 

- But havent some people more of it than others? 

- No, it is the same in everyone - there is no distinction. 

- And the soul is in everyone too? 

- It is different with the soul - it is more an individual thing. 

- But does everyone have a soul? 

- Potentially, yes. :Bu. t 1 t varies a great deal. In some people 

the soul has become conf'used - it bas never been able to grow. 

- But what makes it grow? 

- Connection with the spirit. It is when this connection is 

weak that the soul becomes confused. 

- Then bow can we make it stronger? 

- Through the meditation. The meditation strengthens the connection 

between soul and spllit. Then the soul can begin to grow. 

- And the body - is the body also connected with the spirit? 

- Yes, but sometimes this connection is not strong enough either, 

and then the body becomes unwell. Tha. t is why the meditation 

can make us well. 

- You ?Man the spirit is necessary for the well being of the body? 

- Indeed it is. But the right relation between soul and body 

is necessary also. 

- And what does this depend on? 

- If the spirit is present, the relation between soul and body 

will be in balance, but if it is absent the balance is upset. 

- And this depends on the meditation too? 

- Yes, this also depends on the meditation. 



- You said just now that the boccy- belongs to time and the 

soul to repetition? 

- Yes, and the spirit belongs to eternity. 

- But how can these three exist together, when each is so different? 

- That is the great question - that is why there are so many 

different theories about life after death. 

- You mean there are different points of view? 

- Many different points of view. It looks quite different to 

different people. To one who lives in the boey, for instance -

whose life is ta.ken up with everyday things - life exists only 

in time. He is born, he lives, he grows old, he dies - that is 

all there is to it. But to one who has known something more, 

life is a different matter. 

- How is it different? 

- He knows something in him will survive, which he calls the 

soul, but he may not understand what it is. usu:ally he thinks 

the soul will exist separately from the body after death. 

- You mean in eternity? 

- Tes, but he does not realise that eternity exists here and 

now in~ life - it exists in ea.eh moment of time and repetition. 

What is more, it will always be there. But will the soul 

remember how to find it, from one repetition to the next? 

- One thinks of eternity as a place where nothing changes - where 

things are eterna.11.y the same. 

- Yes, but where could such a place really be? And how ean one 

think of it as always the same, when life is eternally different? 



Conversation 5 • 

- .But when people die, why do they haw to be parted from 

us - why do they go away? 

- They are not really parted from us, nor do they go awa:s. 

- You mean death makes no difference? 

- It makes no difference - all our connections w1 th them remain. 

- What do you mean by connections? 

- When one feels close to someone. Sometimes death makes one 

closer - it makes our connections with them stronger than ever 

before. 

- .And is this the spirit? 

- Yes, it is the spirit in which these connections exist. 

- Rit when people die, doesnt the soul go away? 

It makes a. new beginning. 

- And sooner or later it returns? 

- Yes, its circle is lin):ad with our own. 

- .But if we are connected with it by the spirit, does it ever 

really disappear? 

- It never really disappears i:f' the connection is strong enough. 

- '!hen how can we make the connection stronger? 

Through the medi ta.tion. '!he meditation works on the level 

of spirit. 

- And if the connection were strong enough, would we loso the feeling 

of being separated? 

-Yes, it is this feeling of being separated that causes so 

much suffering. 

- You mean this suffering is unnecessary? 

- Yes, it is unnecessary. People are not really separated from 

us when they die. '!heir li:fe is always there, just as our life 

is always there• a.nd all our connections with them remain. So 

what need ca.n there be :for suf'f'ering? 



Conversation 6. 

- From tho point of view of the body, the body exists in time, 

the soul exists in time, and the spirit exists in time. Everything 

for the body exists in time. 

- You mean there is nothing else? 

Th.ere is nothing else, from the body's point of view. 

Then how does it appear to the soul? 

- From the point of view of the soul, the body is reborn again 

and again, the soul is reborn a.gain and a.gain, and the spirit 

is reborn a.gain and again. Everything is repetition for the soul. 

- And how does it appear to the spirit? 

- From the point of view of the spirit, the body exists eternally, 

the soul exists eternally, and the spi.ri t exists eternally. Everything 

is etemity for the spirit. 

Then which of these three points o:f view is the right one? 

They are all the right one - each point of view is right. 

But surely one is more correct than the others? 

If you walk over the surface of the earth it is f'la t; if you 

look at it from above it is round; but if you could see it :from 

far enough awa::r 1 t would look like a point - like one of the stars. 

So which point of view is the right one? 

- Yes, I begin to see what you mean •••• 



Conversation 7. 

- But bow can we escape the laws of time and repetition? 

- The laws of time and repetition are part of the structure 

of the universe - why should we want to escape them? 

- Then what is their proper function? 

- If it were not for time-, we should be unable to enjoy the 

infinite variety of the world in which we live. 

- Row do you mean? 

- If the infinite variety of the world were to be put before us 

all at once, our minds would be unable to receive it. 

- You mean time enables us to experience it bit by bit? 

- Yes, it is time that enables the changing aspect of the world 

to unfold before our e7es. Time is concerned with the newness, 

the evercbangingness of things. I:f' we can learn how to make 

friends with time, a new wcq of looking at the world will be 

revealed to us. 

- And what is the purpose of repetition? 

- Just as time enables us to see things a.long their length, so 

repetition enables us to see things in breadth. 'l'he breadth 

of a thing depends on the number of times it is repeated 1n eternity. 

- You mean the number of times it has happened before? 

- If you like to put it that WOJ• Certain things have a great 

deal of breadth in our lives - they have always been there and 

will a.lwa_y-s return a.gain. Other things a.re not so broad? so 

significant. They ma;r appear in one life, but not in another. 

They are more variable, more uncertain. 

- And do things also have depth? 

- Yes t the depth of things is concerned with something quite 

di:f:ferent - it is concerned with a new direction - a direction 

unknown either to time or to repetition. 

- You mean things which never happened before? 

- Tes, new possibilities in life - things which have never before 

been realised. 



Conversation • 8. 

- Then is our life always with us? 

- Yes, it is always here - there is nowhere else. 

- But if life is alWS¥B w1 th us, wby dont we get very tired of it? 

- Some people do - they get very bored with life. 

- But is there nothing we can change? 

- Yes, everything 2.!:!!. be changed. l3ut wby change anything - what 

do you want to change? 

- '.Many things. Suffering, for instance, and things that bring 

suffering to others. Wrong actions, wrong attitudes, wrong ideas ••• 

- These are easily changed. 

- But how? 

- Through the meditation. Things of' this kind are not essential 

to life - they CBll be dispensed with very easily. But generally 

speaking there is no need for anything to be changed. 

- l3ut wby is this? 

- Because everything needed for the fulfilment of life is already 

there. You have no idea how wonderful life could be, eve~ if it 

were only partly fulfilled. We live and experience only a tiny 

fraction of what our life really is. 

Then how do we find the rest? 

Through the spirit. When the spirit circulates in us it can 

connect us with all the other possibilities in life - the ones 

which have never yet been realised. 

- And it is this which ba.s the taste of perpetual newness? 

- Yes, it is this which comes from the meditation. 



- Then is the spirit on a higher level than the soul . and the body? 

- Yes., the spirit is above the level o:f functions. 

-What do you mean by functions? 

- Thoughts, :feelings and sensations - everything to do with our 

psychology - the spirit is above all that. 

- Then how does it actually work? 

- Like "tuming on the light in a dark room - it illumines that 

which is already there. 

- You mean it brings emotion? 

- No, it is not emotion - it is bliss. 

- But what is the d11"ference? 

- One is a function, the other a state. 

- And a.re there different degrees? 

- Yes, different degrees - di:f:ferent levels. When it is absolute, 

the spirit is beyond our experience, but when it falls upon some 

part of us, it brings consciousness. And when it brings 

consciousness, we experience bliss. 

- And when it falls upon our functions, do we become more aware 

of them? 

- Yea, they begin to work q_ui te dif:ferently - they work in the 

light instead of in darkness. 

- Then how can we find this light - how can we find the spirit? 

- By turning away from the objects it illumines., and finding the 

source from which it comes. 

- And this is what the medi ta.tion does? 

- Yes, the meditation enables us to turn towards the spirit. It 

is by doing the meditation that we become filled with the spirit, 

more and more. 
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